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It is shown that S1_equivariant connections in the previous paper [6] are S1_invariant 

connections due to Jaffe-Taubes [4] and vice versa. Further an existence theorem is 

proved. 

S1. Imtroductiom 

In the previous paper [6] , the author has introduced the notion of r-principal 

bundle of diagonal type and given a F-action on the space of connections, where F is 

a compact Lie group. Here again we mention them and use in this article 
Let p : P -> M be a F-principal bundle with structure group G over a F-manifold 

M. 

DEFlNITION. The bundle p : P -> M is of diagonal type if and only if there exist a 

covering M = U Ui consisting of F-invariant open sets, homomorphisms {oci: F -> G} 

and equivariant local trivialities { ci : Ui X G -> p ~ I (Ui)} with the property 

ipi(yx, oci(V)h) = y(ipi(x, h)) for y e r, (x, h)e Ui X G. 

Now we consider the case F = Sl, the circle group. Let {AU} be a connection 

of an S1_principal bundle P -> M of diagonal type with structure group G, where M 

is an Sl_manifold. By Proposition I in [6] , an S1-acton on the space of 

connections rs grven by 

(yAU)(x) = Ad(ocU(y))AU(y~ Ix) for y eF, xe U. 

DEFINmoN. A connection {AU(x)} is S1-equivariant if and only if 

VAU = AU for each U and yeS1. 

In S2 we prove that any Sl_equivariant connection is an invariant connection 

due to Jaffe-Taubes and vice versa. In S3, by making use of the method in [2] , we 

prove an existence theorem for invariant self-dual connections on an S1 4_manifold 

with non empty fixed point set and a positive definite intersection form 

S2. 

Let 

Equivalemce of two comcepts 

p : P -> M be a F-principal bundle of diagonal type over a smooth F-
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manifold M, where the structure group G acts on the space P on the right. Let 
erU: U -> p~1(U) is the local section given by 

aU(x) = ipU(x e) for x e U where e denotes the umt of G 

Denote by g the Lie algebra of G, i.e. Ieft mvanant vector fields on G We have the 

relation 

y 1((T~(Y)) R.(y)-,a~(y~1Y) for yeF, Ye T*(M), 

where T*(M) denotes the tangent space at x e M, and oc(y) = ocU(y) for y e F. For a 

connection {AU}, the corresponding Ehresmann connection on P is given by 

~U(u)(a~(Y) + X#) = AU(x) for x = p(u) 

where X# denotes the fundamental vector field corresponding to X e g. Denote by 

Hz the horizontal subspace. 

DEFlNITION ( [4] ) . A connection A is invariant with respect to the r-action on 

P if and only if yHI c H;~ for all v eF. 

Now we prove 

THEOREM 1. A connection {AU} is F-equivariant tf and only tf the connection ~: 

is r-invariant. 

PROoF. Suppose that a connection {AU} is F-equivariant and that a~(Y) 
+ X#eHz･ Since a fundamental vector field X# is left invariant, 

~(y~ I ua(y)~ 1) (y~ I {a~(Y) + X#} ) 

= ~(y~ I ua(y)~ 1) (R.(v)~ ' a~(y~ I Y) + X#) 

F Ad(ce(y));i:(y~ I u) (a~(y~ I Y)) + X 

= Ad(oc(y))A(y~ Ix)(y~ I Y) + X 

= A(x) (Y) + X, by the assumption, 

= ~:(u) (a~(Y) + X#) = O, where oc(y) denotes ocU(y) for y e F 

Conversely assume that yHZ c H1 for all y e F. For any Ye T*(M), there exists 
X e g such that A(x)(Y) + X = O. Since )i:(u)(cr~(Y) + X#) = O, 

;~(y~ I uocU(y)~ 1)(y~ I {a~(Y) + X#}) = O 

= Ad(ocU(y))A(y~'1x) (y~ I Y) + X. 

Therefore we have yA = A for each y e F 

S3･ An existence 

First we prove a 

PROPOSITION. Let 

theorelm 

proposition which is intrinsically due to [1]. 

P be an S1_principal bundle of diagonal type with structure 
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group SU(2) over a smooth S1_mamfold M. Let {AU} be an irreducible connection 

such that yAU is gauge equivalent to AU for each y e S1. Then there exists a hfting 

action of diagonal type which fixes the connection. 

PRooF. Put S1 = F and let Autr(p) be all bundle automorphisms of P which 

cover the S1_action on M, and AutAr(p) be the elements of Autr(p) which fix the 

connection. Denote by ~ the gauge group. The homomorphisms {ocU:SI -~ G} 
determine the lifting action ~(y) : P -> P for each y e S1. Then we have an exact 

sequence 

e -> ~~ l> Autr(p) ~> S1 -> e 

where i(g) = ct(y) ' g and j(~(y) ' g) = y for g e ~~ and y e S By assumption for some 

g e ~~, 

(y ' A) (x) = g(x, y)~ I A(x)g(x, y) + g(x, y)~ I dg(x, y) for x e U 

Then (g(x, y)~ 1)*(y ' A (x)) = A(x) and (g(x, y) ~ I ' ~(V))~ I e AutAr(p) for each 

y e S1. Since the connection {AU} is irreducible, we obtain an exact sequence, 

e -> Z2 -~ Aut~(P) -> S1 -> e (*), 

then AutAr(p) = the double cover of S1, or Z2 X S1. Now the relation 

Ad(ocU(y))AU(y~ I x) = gU(x, y)*AU(x), 

shows that for each x e U, the map gU(x,): Sl _> ~~ is a continuous map for 
y e S1. Then the map ~(y)~1'g(x,)~1: S1 _> Autf(P) gives a section in the exact 

sequence (*), and also the desired lifting action 

Now we prove an existence theorem for invariant connections by the method in 

sections 8 and 9 [2] . In our proof, the same notations to the reference are used 

THEOREM 2. Let M be a compact, simply connected, oriented smooth S1 4_ 
mamfold whose intersection form is positive definite, and P be a principal S1_bundle of 

diagonal type with structure group SU(2) whose index is 1. Suppose that the fixed 

point set Mr is not empty. Then the bundle P admits a lifting action which fixes an 

irreducible self-dual connection. 

PRooF. Let y e M be a fixed point. As in the section 8 [2] , we choose 
invariant balls B2, B4 with the center y, and Cf be the set of invariant Ck-metrics on 

B For coe~~~ = coeL1(B4; A4R4)' co ~ O _ co , , co ~: 41T2 

B. B* (yco) (z) = (o(y~1z) for y e Sl, zeB4. 

Then 

(yco(D))(z) = co(D) (y ~ I z) = - tr(FVD A * FyD) (z) co(yD) (z) 
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where D DA rs the covanant derrvatrve of a connection A. For the smooth 
function R in the section 8 [2] , 

R: (O, 2) x B2 X ~c~ x Cr_> R R(~,x,co g) Pg(x, z) co(z), 

= p B+ ~ 
we have 

R(~ y x yco, g) = R(~, x, co,g) (**). 

Let (**) be equal to 4lc2, then by Theorem 8.28 [2] , 

x(va)(D), g) = v~1x(co(D), g) for each veSl. 

Hence by Theorem 9. I [2] , there exists a class of an irreducible self-dual connection 

which corresponds to some 
. Thus by Proposition above, the theorem is obtained. 

Lastly we give an 

EXAMPLE. On the complex projective plane P2(C), we define an Sl_action by 

y[zl'z2,z3] = [zl,z2,yz3] for y eS1, [zl.Z2'z3] eP2(C). 

Then the fixed point set is the set P1(C) U [O, O, I], where the projective line P1(C) is 

given by z3 = O, and the action is semi-free. Let P -> P2(C) is a principal S1_bundle 

with structure group SU(2) of index 1. Then by Proposition 4 [6] , the bundle is of 

diagonal type. Hence by Theorem 2 above we obtain a lifting action which fixes an 

irreducible self-dual connection 
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